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Biography

Robot Rob is a 5G connected ProxyTwin™ of Dr. Robert Joyce, Nokia's Australia and New Zealand CTO.

Robot Rob was created by Australian startup ProxyTwin™, as an interactive demonstration of the exciting potential of Artificial Intelligence applications when combined with 5G. He is currently meeting visitors at our 5G Futures Lab within the UTS Tech Lab facility in Sydney, Australia.

ProxyTwin™ is developing key applications for our 5G future. Ever needed two of yourself? Your personal verified ProxyTwin™ appears for you in video meetings, representing you when you can’t be there. Notable ProxyTwins have even helped spread key health messages during the pandemic. A ProxyTwin™ of Dr Nick Coatsworth, former Deputy Chief Medical Officer of Australia, delivered key vaccination Q&A sessions while the real Dr Nick attended to his daily clinical duties.

Robot Rob is well versed in the benefits and applications of 5G and is very excited to see what new 5G use cases can be invented through the partnership between Nokia, UTS and partners here at the 5G Futures Lab.

Like the original, Robot Rob thinks he’s funny. But he’s not.